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Control of discrete event systems has been discussed widely in the literature in the past 10-15 
years; however, little has been published that discusses real-life implementation of these control 
systems. The goal of this project is to model a manufacturing plant as a discrete event system and 
manually synthesize a maximally permissive controller using the supervisory control technique. The 
manufacturing plant used in this work consists of seven sensors and five actuators which are used to 
assemble plastic rings on metal pegs. Inputs to the system are pegs and rings on a conveyor belt and 
the output of the system is a sequence of pegs and rings that are either assembled or unassembled. 
Modeling of the manufacturing plant is done using the rules-based modeling technique. 
The controller we developed is then implemented using Lab VIEW with a PC interface card to 
the manufacturing plant. The Lab VIEW implementation allows a cyclic output sequence of arbitrary 
length. We also implement a restricted version of the control algorithm using a programmable logic 
controller (PLC) with ladder logic. The PLC implementation is restricted to output a sequence that is 
cyclic with length four. We present the controller implementation in a manner that is well suited to 
formal analysis for possible future work, including formal verification of the controller model. Other 
future work could include the development of a fault-tolerant and real-time controller. 
1 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Discrete Event Systems (DES's) are used widely throughout the world in a wide range of 
fields, including: communication networks, traffic systems, computer programs, and manufacturing 
systems. Control of discrete event systems is an important topic that is relatively new in the literature 
and was pioneered by Ramadge and Wonham [17). While much literature exists on theoretical 
control systems for DESs, applications to real systems are less prevalent. The aim of this work is to 
develop a control scheme for a discrete event system and implement the controller using two different 
techniques, namely LabVIEW based PC control and Programmable Logic Controller (PLC). The 
physical system to be used in this work is a small scale version of a typical assembly line 
manufacturing plant and is specifically designed for educational purposes. This system is well suited 
for discrete event control as we can model the sensors and actuators turning on and off as discrete 
events. 
First, a formal model of the manufacturing plant was created using rules-based modeling [5]. 
Using this formal model, a supervisory controller is manually synthesized which restricts the behavior 
of the plant model in order to satisfy the desired control objective. This manually synthesized 
controller is then implemented using two different control technologies that are widely used in the 
industry. The plant model and controller are given in a form that is readily amenable for analysis 
using formal methods techniques. In fact, ultimately it is desired that this controller and plant model 
together are verified using formal verification tools. This extension to the work presented here is 
being considered as part of the thesis work of a colleague at Iowa State. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Chapter 2 background information is given 
related to DESs; formal modeling of DES's, supervisory control theory, temporal logic, PLC control 
and PC based Lab VIEW control. Chapter 3 introduces the manufacturing plant that is used for 
control in this work. Chapter 4 gives the rules-based plant model of the manufacturing plant. 
Chapter 5 introduces the supervisory controller and requirements that are to be implemented on the 
plant. Chapter 6 discusses a revised version of the control algorithm that is needed for the Lab VIEW 
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implementation which is discussed in Chapter 7. Chapter 8 discusses an implementation of the 
control algorithm in PLC ladder logic. Finally, we conclude with a discussion of our results and ideas 
for future work on this topic. 
3 
2 PRELIMINARY BACKGROUND 
In this section, preliminary concepts are given that will be necessary to fully describe this 
work. To illustrate these concepts, a traffic light will be used as an example of a discrete event 
system. First, a description of DESs is given, and then the concept of untimed DES automata is 
extended to that for timed automata. Rules-based modeling is then introduced, followed by a brief 
discussion of supervisory control theory and temporal logic. Finally, we conclude the by introducing 
the basics of Lab VIEW based controllers and PLC ladder logic control. 
2.1 Discrete Event System 
A Discrete Event System (DES) is a dynamic system whose states change by the abrupt 
occurrence of physical events. Events may be identified with a specific action, or the occurrence of 
something in nature that affects a system [3]. Inputs to DESs consist of independent variables such as 
controllable actuator signals, and uncontrollable disturbances. Outputs of DESs are dependent 
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Figure 2.1 Discrete Event System 







As an example of a DES, consider a traffic light with three possible colors red, yellow and 
green. If we assume that only one light can be on at a time, the system has three states: red, yellow 
and green, and can switch between all three of these states spontaneously. For instance, the light 
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could start at red, then green, yellow and then turning red again. Each of these changes to the system 
state is called a state-transition or event. 
Behavior of a DES can be described by each system state and all possible events that can 
occur at that state. In the above example, when the light is red there are two possible events that can 
occur, turning green or yellow. We can control our model of the traffic light to be "sequential"; 
meaning that at every state there is exactly one next state possible. This behavior could be as follows: 
when a light is red its next state is green, and its next state is yellow, and its next state is red. If we 
name the event that changes the state from red to green, RtoG, similarly for other events; we get three 
possible events, RtoG, GtoY, and YtoR. A sequence of events, i.e. RtoG.GtoY.YtoR where '.' 
represents concatenation, is called a trace; and a collection of traces is called a language. A system is 
deterministic if the next state is uniquely determined by the current state and an event that can occur 
there. For deterministic systems, the language of the system is all that is required to describe the full 
operation of the system. 
Let K \::I.*, K * 0 be a language that consists of all possible traces in a given DES. Then 
the prefix closure of K, denoted pr(K) c I.*, is the language 
pr(K) := { s E I.* I ::3t E K : s :-::; t}. [1] 
This statement says that the prefix closure of a language is every set of traces that includes its prefix. 
Any language K can be represented as an equivalent state machine or automaton. A state machine 
that implements the language K :=(a* b*) * is given below in Figure 2.2. 
b b a 
a 
Figure 2.2 State Machine Equivalent to K =(a* b*) * 
In this work, we will model sensors and actuators as a state machine, or automata consisting 
of two states, we will use the term automata from this point forward. We call each state either on or 
off, with the implied meaning behind each; and we name the events of turning a sensor/actuator on by 
the name of the sensor or actuator, and turning off by the name of the sensor/actuator with a bar 




Figure 2.3 Automaton Modeling Sensor Named SensorA 
2.2 Timed Automata 
The DESs described above do not take into account the timing of events. This may be 
satisfactory for some systems, but most will require information about timing in order to accurately 
model their functional capability. This is where timed automata become necessary. Timed automata 
were introduced in [4] as an extension of traditional state machine models. We omit a rigorous 
definition of timed automata and instead provide an example which illustrates their expressiveness 
and function. Consider the previously described traffic light, where the green light is illuminated for 
30 seconds, followed by yellow for 5 seconds, and then red for 35 seconds. An automaton that 
models this behavior is given in Figure 2.4. Variable x denotes a clock that starts at zero and 
increments with rate of one. Transitions occur when x satisfies a particular value, and transitions will 
reinitialize the variable x to zero. 
YtoR, x = 5,x := 0 
---~35,x:~o •0 GtoY, x~30,x~ 
x ::; 35 x ::; 30 x ::; 5 
Figure 2.4 Traffic Signal Timed Automaton 
The constraint x::; 35 with state 'R' represents that when the light is in the red state, as long 
as the clock variable is less than 35, the automaton model is valid. If the clock reads a value greater 
than 35, the above model is invalid. Hence, this automaton operates as follows: the system is 
initialized in the red state where it must stay for 35 seconds, when the clock x is equal to 35 it may 
transition on RtoG,. When the transition RtoG occurs, clock xis reset to a value of zero. The system 
must remain in the green state until clock x is equal to 30 seconds, where it may then transition on 
GtoY. Similarly for state yellow, we force the system to stay in yellow for 5 seconds before returning 
to the red state and resetting clock x. 
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2.3 Rules-Based Modeling 
Effectively modeling DESs is necessary for analysis, fault diagnosis, and control. However, 
fully modeling a system's behavior using the previously described modeling techniques for automata 
requires an exponential number of states relative to the number of signals in the system. In [5] a 
modeling technique is introduced that allows DESs to be modeled with a polynomial number of rules 
relative to the number of signals, making the modeling process more reliable and considerably easier 
for large scale systems. This is done by introducing "event occurrence rules" which capture certain 
requirements that must hold in order for an event to occur, and also establishing initial conditions on 
all signals in the system. Once this model is created, an algorithm exists to translate the rules based 
model into an equivalent automaton model that can then be used for formal verification, fault 
diagnosis and control. 
For a discussion of creating a rules-based model of a system, we assume inputs and outputs to 
the system are binary with the labels on or off Rules-based model creation is done in three steps: 
first, determine the initial conditions for all inputs and outputs, second, generate default event 
occurrence rules for input events and, third, determine the event occurrence rules for the output 
events. To determine the initial conditions we identify each input and output signal and assign a 
default, or initial condition. For this example and for most models of digital sensors and actuators the 
initial condition will be that the sensor/actuator is off. A default event occurrence rule is a basic 
guard that must hold in order for a transition to occur. The right side of a default event occurrence 
rule is an event, either an on or off transition of a sensor or actuator, and the left side of the rule is 
condition that must be true in order for the event to occur. An English interpretation of a possible 
default rule is that in order for a sensor to tum off, it must currently be on, and vice versa. The default 
rule Rule;n for turning on the/ input signal, ii, follows, along with its antecedent: 
Event occurrence rules are not as simple as the default event occurrence rules. Describing the 
event occurrence rules requires thorough knowledge of the physical operation of the system to be 
modeled. Consider the traffic light example discussed above, where we assert that red is the initial 
state of the system always followed by green then yellow, and the cycle is repeated. An event 
occurrence rule could state that in order for the green state to be reached, the red state must currently 
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be on and the clock variable x must be equal to 35, etc. A complete set of rules for this model is 
given below. 
• Initial conditions: red= on; yellow = green = off 
• Event occurrence rules: 
Rule~':ct : yellow/\ (x = 5) ~red 
Rule~Z : red/\ (x = 35) ~ red 
Ruze;~een : red/\ (x = 35) ~green 
Ruze;!en : green/\ (x = 30) ~ green 
Rule;;uow : green/\ (x = 30) ~ yellow 
Rule;~zow : yellow/\ (x = 5) ~yellow 
2.4 Supervisory Control 
Once a system has been modeled in a formalism, we can generate a controller to satisfy a 
given system objective. Ramadge and Wonham first introduced supervisory control theory in [17]. 
In this setting, a model is created of a system, called a plant, as an automaton; and then another 
automaton, called a supervisor, is used to restrict the behavior of the plant to meet the desired control 
objective. Let L represent a finite set of events in a given DES that is to be controlled. Then for 
supervisory control, a subset of system events is identified to be controllable, whereas the remaining 
events are uncontrollable. That is, 
Where Lu and Le represent the set of uncontrollable and controllable events respectively. If L.c = 0 
then supervisory control is not possible. We consider a plant with the above conditions to hold, then 
a supervisor acts to disable the controllable events in order to satisfy some specification of the system . 
Q...___P_lant__. 
Event 
....... 1 _s_u_p_e_rv_i_so_r _ _.h 
Disabled Events 
Figure 2.5 Plant and Supervisor in Closed Loop Control 
As an example of supervisory control consider a traffic intersection that has four of the 
previously introduced traffic light indicators. Assume that parallel routes are always the same color. 
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In this example the possible system states are N/S {Red, Yellow, Green} and E/W {Red, Yellow, 
Green}, for a total of nine possible system states, each of which can occur at any time. Obviously it 
could be disastrous for all four of the lights to be green, and inefficient if all lights were red. 
Therefore we need to introduce a controller to ensure that these system states are not reached. In 
order to satisfy the property that not all the lights are the same color, a supervisory controller would 
disable any events that will lead to these unsafe states. For example, if the N/S routes indicate green, 
the E/W lights will have the event RtoG disabled, etc. 
2.5 Temporal Logic 
Temporal logic, in a DES, is used to reason about how the behavior of the system changes 
over time. Two distinct groups of temporal logics exist, linear time and branching time logic. Linear 
time temporal logic (LTL) considers only one possible future and past. Branching temporal logics, 
also called computational tree logic (CTL) consider the possibility of many different futures. CTL * is 
a temporal logic syntax that captures the expressiveness of both LTL and CTL, however, LTL and 
CTL are not comparable. A brief discussion and example of each of these logics follows [ 15). 
Propositional LTL allows the following operators: F, G, X, and U. For any proposition p, the 
LTL operators are described as follows. 
• p+p p is true in the Future 
• • G+p p is true Globally in the future 
• x+p p is true in the neXt state 
• pU+q p is true Until q becomes true 
Propositional LTL can also be used to consider the past using past tense operators. 
• p-p p is true in the past 
• a-p p is true Globally in the past 
• x-p p is true in the immediate previous state 
• pU-q in the past q holds and p is true Until that point 
CTL and CTL * add two additional temporal operators, namely; A and E. Where A signifies "for 
all paths" and E signifies "there exists a path". The additional branching operators create a tree-like 
structure for the logic as time evolves. For instance, consider a propositional formula p. 
• AF+ p reads, along all possible paths in the future, p will be true eventually in each path 
• EG+ p reads, there exists a path in the future, where globally pis true 
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We can write CTL * propositional formulas by nesting propositions, boolean, temporal, and path 
quantifiers. Figure 2.6 and 2.7 show graphical displays of each above CTL * propositional formulas 
to give an intuitive feel for the structure of a formula. 
p 
0 'P 
Figure 2.6 CTL Propositional Tree for EG p 
p 
0 'P 
Figure 2.7 CTL Propositional Tree for AF p 
CTL and LTL are both subsets of CTL *. CTL * allows nested temporal and path operators 
that are not allowed in either LTL or CTL. This enables multiple branches to be considered as time 
evolves. In LTL, path operators are allowed only once and in the beginning of the formula, whereas 
in CTL a path operator must appear between any two temporal operators. Consider a proposition p, 
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in CTL * we can nest temporal operators of the form, FG + p . This formula says that along All paths, 
there Exists a path in the Future where p is true. 
p 
0 -ip 
Figure 2.8 CTL * Tree Logic for FG + p) 
2.6 Lab VIEW Basics 
LabVIEW is a software tool developed by National Instruments that is widely used across 
many disciplines in industry including: automotive, semiconductor manufacturing, aerospace, 
communications and industrial control. In essence, Lab VIEW is a graphical development 
environment with the performance and functionality of a high level programming language. The 
software is based on Virtual Instruments, or Vis. Virtual instruments utilize the computing power of 
a PC and the exterior hardware capabilities of plug and play devices to accomplish a system 
objective. An example of a VI could be a multimeter or an oscilloscope that is monitored on a PC 
rather than an external bench top device. 
LabVIEW is a programming language; similar to many commonly used high-level languages 
including CIC++, Pascal and Fortran. The difference is that LabVIEW uses a graphical interface to 
perform all of the functions, rather than a text editor and compiler. The advantage of this is that there 
is a shorter learning curve for Lab VIEW than other types of programming languages due to its 
intuitive graphical programming style. 
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A Lab VIEW program consists of two main parts, a front panel and a block diagram. The 
front panel is used as an interface between the user and the elements of the program that are necessary 
for control, measurement or data display. The block diagram contains the graphical source code. A 
block diagram contains functions and structures from built-in libraries, which are analogous to 
functions in a C program, and constants and variables which are simply data lines that are connected 
between functions or structures. Lab VIEW programs are easily divided into three main functions: 
acquire data from an external device, perform analysis on the data, and present the data on the front 
panel. Examples of a Lab VIEW front panel and block diagram program are given below in Figure 
2. 9 and 2.10 [12]. In this example, an external sensor is used to obtain a temperature reading. This 
temperature is then displayed on the front panel in either degrees Celsius or Fahrenheit, depending on 
the position of a switch that is controlled by a user. 
Figure 2.9 Front Panel for Thermometer Example 
Temp Scale Temperature 
Figure 2.10 Block Diagram for Thermometer Example 
The above example is very simple, but it illustrates several of the capabilities of Lab VIEW, 
including: data acquisition, data manipulation, and data display. In our application, a data acquisition 
device will be used to acquire information from sensors on a manufacturing plant and perform control 
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computations in Lab VIEW and then output actuator commands according to the desired control 
objective. All of the pertinent information of the system will be presented on the front panel. 
2. 7 PLC Basics 
A PLC, or Programmable Logic Controller, is a device specifically designed for industrial 
process control. A PLC typically consists of a microcontroller as the central processing unit, and 
communication devices that are used for programming the PLC and outputting to the device for 
control, as well as for sensing data from the device under control. Programming a PLC generally 
involves a PC with configuration software designed for the PLC. This software can be of several 
forms including: Ladder Logic or Ladder Diagram (LD), Sequential Function Chart (SFC), 
Functional Block Diagram (FBD), and Instruction List (IL). Ladder logic programs are the most 
widely used, and are used in the manufacturing controls setup at Iowa State, and hence will be the 
program type studied for this work. 
The ladder logic language was created decades ago by industrial process control engineers. 
Until that time, most industrial control applications used a wall of relays for all control needs. This 
architecture generally consisted of a series of relays which would be given input information about 
the system and based on their configuration, could open or close an output relay which would perform 
some control action on the system. In fact, this is exactly how ladder logic works, since the early 
designers wanted the control software to be easily configurable to engineers familiar with the 
operation of relay bank controllers. Ladder logic programs consist of a series of rungs, where each 
rung has a guard condition and an output. A guard condition will typically specify conditions on 
inputs or internal variables. An example of a ladder logic rung follows. In Figure 2.11, the left side 
consists of a four part condition statement and the right side is an output that will occur if the 
condition is met. The condition shown here says that Output will become active if A is true and B is 
false or if both C and Dare true. This ladder logic rung could represent four sensors and an actuator 
that is active if this configuration of sensor data is satisfied. 
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Figure 2.11 Example of a Ladder Logic Rung 
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3 INDUSTRIAL CONTROL TRAINER (ICT) 
Figure 3.1 Industrial Control Trainer Layout 
The ICT, manufactured by Bytronic International Ltd, is designed for use in educational 
settings. It is an accurate small scale model of control requirements for many typical manufacturing 
processes used in industry, including: packaging, bottling, and labeling plants. The unit is designed 
15 
to be controlled via PLC, PC or a microcontroller. Three separate interface ports are provided to 
enable the control, namely a pair of PLC input/output ports, a microcontroller interface that enables a 
PC or microcontroller to control the unit, an analog interface is also provided for analog control of the 
motors. 
The basic functionality of the ICT involves sorting a series of rings from pegs and, if desired, 
placing the rings on top of the pegs, and also rejecting any unwanted parts. This is accomplished 
using two conveyor belts, eight sensors and five actuators. Within the system there are three distinct 
areas: sort, load and reject. At the sort area there are two sensors, partSort and partPeg, to determine 
whether a part has arrived at the sort area and if that part is a peg, respectively. Parts are transported 
to the sort area by the chain conveyor. If the part that arrives at the sort area is a ring, it can be 
pushed off the chain conveyor into the load chute. This is performed by the sortRing actuator, which 
should not be turned on when there is a peg in the sort area. The load chute can accommodate up to 
five plastic rings and the sortRing actuator should be disabled if there are five rings in the chute, in 
which case the rings fall off the chain conveyor belt at its apex. Metal pegs travel beyond the sort 
area where they will be forced down the second chute by a physical barrier where they fall on a 
second conveyor, called the belt conveyor. If there are one or more rings in the load chute, the 
loadAssm actuator can tum on and put one ring in the load area. The partAssm sensor determines if 
there is a ring in the load area. If there is a ring in the load area and a peg falls onto the belt conveyor, 
the ring will be placed on top of the peg. 
Further along the belt conveyor the indSensor and thruBeam sensors are found. The 
indSensor is activated anytime a metal ring passes and the thruBeam sensor is activated when any 
part travels through its infrared beam. Further yet, the goodAssm sensor detects when a part has a 
ring placed on top of a peg and the partCap sensor detects when a part is in front of the goodAssm 
sensor regardless of its assembly status. 
The last section of the ICT is the reject area, consisting of the reject actuator and the 
partreject sensor. The sensor detects when there is a part in front of the reject actuator, and the reject 
actuator, when activated, will push a part off of the belt conveyor into a tray located next to the ICT. 
Any rings or pegs that remain on the belt conveyor after the reject area fall down the final chute and 
are considered to be the system output. 
In Figure 3.2, a flow diagram shows the iterative process of the system starting from the set 
of input parts on the chain conveyor, to the final output sequence. We can see from this figure that 
there are only three possible inputs that can be applied to manipulate the function of the system: 
sortRing, loadAssm, and reject actuators. 
No 
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~------------< Sink of output pegs 
and assemblies 
Figure 3.2 Flow Diagram for JCT 
Sink of rejected parts 
No 
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4 ICT MANUFACTURING PLANT MODEL 
In this section we create a model of the manufacturing plant where each sensor and actuator 
is modeled as a two-state automaton. With 7 sensors and 5 actuators each with an on and off signal, 
there are 24 signals in the model, which using an asynchronous composition of these automata would 
require 224 states to fully model. However, using a rules-based modeling scheme we can model the 
system in a manner that will require only a polynomial number of rules for the entire system. To 
create this model, we use the procedure discussed in Chapter 2.3. For each sensor we determine its 
initial state and event occurrence rules for each transition. In order to write the event occurrence 
rules, we need to create a set of variables "that model the type of part loaded in each slot on the chain 
conveyor. Accordingly, we assign a 0, 1, or 2 to the c1h slot in the chain conveyor. 
• ci = 0 implies that the fh slot is empty 
• c i = 1 implies that the i1h slot has a ring 
• ci = 2 implies that the i'h slot has a peg 
We will assume that there can be an arbitrary number of parts loaded onto the chain conveyor. While 
there are a limited number of parts provided with the system, we will assume some human interaction 
is possible to reload parts that have been output from the system back onto the chain conveyor. For 
each of the sensors and actuators, we assert the initial condition to be in the off state. Also, we 
maintain a consistent set of event occurrence rules for the n1h actuator an, the rules for actuators are 
simply the default ones: 
Rule~n : -,an ::::::> anon 
Rule~!! : an ::::::> anoff 
Where each default rule says that in order for the value of an actuator to change, it must currently be 
in the opposite state. Adding the initial conditions that all sensors and actuators are initially off and 
event occurrence rules, for sensors we are able to construct the complete rules-based model for the 
system. Figures 4.1-4.5 give the automaton models of default event occurrence rules associated with 
each actuator, whereas corresponding automata models and (non-default) event occurrence rules for 
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sensors is discussed next. Since the sensors remain off by default, only rules for turning on the 
sensors are given. Notice that we only discuss the use of seven sensors in our modeling, although 




Figure 4.1 Automaton for the chain Actuator 
belt 
belt 
Figure 4.2 Automaton for the belt Actuator 
sortRing 
sortRing 
Figure 4.3 Automaton for the sortRing Actuator 
loadAssm 
loadAssm 




Figure 4.5 Automaton for the reject Actuator 
Figure 4.6 below shows the automaton model and the event occurrence rule for the partSort 
sensor. In this rule we say that if for all paths in the past the chain is on, and a part is present in at 
least one chain locations, then the partSort sensor will become active. 
partSort 
partSort 
Rute;:rrsort : AG-(chain) /\ (AF-(c1 =f. 0) v AF-(c2 =f. 0) v ... v AF-(cn =f. 0)) ~ partSort 
Figure 4.6 Automaton and Event Occurrence Rule for the partSort Sensor 
Figure 4.7 below shows the automaton model and the event occurrence rule for the partPeg 
sensor. This is similar to the above sensor, with the only change being that instead of looking for any 
part in at least one of the chain locations, we look for at least one peg in any of the chain locations. 
partPeg 
Rute;:rtPeg : AG-(chain) /\ (AF-(c1 = 2) v AF-(c2 = 2) v ... v AF-(cn = 2)) ~ partPeg 
Figure 4.7 Automaton and Event Occurrence Rule for the partPeg Sensor 
Figure 4.8 below shows the automaton model and the event occurrence rule for the partAssm 
sensor. In this rule, we state that if in all possible previous states of the system the loadAssm actuator 
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is on and there were parts in the queue, then the partAssm sensor will become active as a ring will 
have been loaded into the assembly area in that case. 
partAssm 
partAssm 
Ruze;:rrAssm : AX-(loadAssm /\ (queue > 0)) ~ partAssm 
Figure 4.8 Automaton and Event Occurrence Rule for the partAssm Sensor 
Figure 4.9 below shows the automaton model and the event occurrence rule for indSensor. In 
this rule we state that if the belt has always been active in the past and at some point in the past the 
partPeg sensor was active then the indSensor will become active. By capturing the condition with the 
partPeg sensor in this rule, we are able to make the event occurrence rules much simpler and more 
intuitive. This is not always possible in a rules-based modeling formalism, but in this case where the 
possible events are highly sequential we are able to make use of this feature. 
indSensor 
Rule:n:sensor : AG-(belt /\chain)/\ AF-(partPeg) => indSensor 
Figure 4.9 Automaton and Event Occurrence Rule for the indSensor Sensor 
Figure 4.10 below describes the function of the partCap sensor. In this rule we state that if 
the belt has always been on and at some point in the past indSensor was active, then the partCap 
sensor will become active. 
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partCap 
Ruze;:rrcap : AG-(belt) /\ AF-(indSensor) ~ partCap 
Figure 4.10 Automaton and Event Occurrence Rule for the partCap Sensor 
Figure 4.11 below describes the function of the goodAssm sensor. Note that this sensor is 
active when there is a part at the capacitive area and it is an assembly. This sensor will become true if 
the belt has always been active and along all paths in the past there was a time when both the partPeg 
sensor was active and the partAssm sensor had been active in the past. 
goodAssm 
goodAssm 
Ruze;~odAssm: AG-(belt /\chain)/\ EF-(AF-(partPeg) /\ partAssm) ~ goodAssm 
Figure 4.11 Automaton and Event Occurrence Rule for the goodAssm Sensor 
Figure 4.12 below describes the function of the reject sensor. For this sensor we say that if 
the belt has always been on and at some point in the past, the partCap sensor was on then the reject 
sensor will become active. 
partreject 
partreject 
Ruze;:rtreject : AG-(belt) /\ AF-(partCap) ~ partreject 
Figure 4.12 Automaton and Event Occurrence Rule for the partReject Sensor 
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5 CONTROL SPECIFICATION 
We now introduce the desired control specification and the algorithm used to control the 
plant of Chapter 4 to satisfy this specification. From an input/output perspective, we want our 
controller to be able to handle every conceivable sequence of inputs and outputs. More precisely, 
based on any given input sequence of pegs and rings placed on the chain conveyor, we wish to be 
able to output any cyclic sequence of pegs of rings that is arbitrarily long. The desired output 
sequence will be provided to the system by the user, and the longest possible prefix of it will be the 
actual output. We assign a numerical value for each possible output; the following numbering 
convention will be referred to throughout the rest of the paper: 
• 0 - ring only 
• 1-peg only 
• 2 - peg/ring assembled combination. 
Therefore, if the user enters a desired output sequence of (12120), the output sequence will be the 
longest feasible prefix sequence, an element of pr(l 2120) * , where a prefix closure operation pr is 
defined in Chapter 2.1. The maximum feasible sequence that the system is able to output will be 
determined by the number of parts loaded on the chain conveyor as input together with the desired 
output specification. Intuitively, we desire the ability to output any sequence of pegs, rings and 
peg/ring combinations and have that sequence repeat until there are no parts left on the chain 
conveyor. 
To satisfy this specification, a supervisory controller is used to enable and disable the 
controllable events in the manufacturing plant model given in Chapter 4. Since the only controllable 
events in this model are related to the five actuators, we have only ten controllable events. Further, 
for simplicity, we assume that the actuators for the chain and belt conveyor will always be on in our 





In the above event names, the events on the left symbolize an actuator turning on and the events with 
an overhead bar signify the actuator turning off. 
In order to satisfy the specification, several internal variables are introduced that were not 
discussed previously in the plant model. A queue variable will keep track of the number of rings in 
the assembly chute. The queue variable is an integer and should never be greater than five, as that is 
the maximum number of rings that can be placed in the load chute at any time. SortRingTimer is a 
timer that will run every time a ring is sorted and the queue is empty. When this timer reaches a 
value of 1.5 seconds a flag is set called Dispense Delay which is used by the loadAssm actuator logic 
to ensure that enough time has elapsed for the ring to travel from the sort area to the bottom of the 
empty chute before enabling the actuator. Two arrays pointers, ASeqPTR and RSeqPTR, point to an 
array which stores the desired output sequence as entered by the user, and determine which part in the 
desired output sequence is needed next. The values in the output sequence that are pointed to by 
these two pointers will be used to determine when a ring needs to be loaded using the loadAssm 
actuator or when a part needs to be rejected from the reject area. As the program executes, these 
pointers are updated accordingly, enabling the algorithm to keep track of which outputs in the desired 
sequence have been provided. When one cycle of the desired output sequence has been output, the 
sequence can be repeated by resetting the array pointers. The sequence array will be dynamically 
created to be the size of one cycle of the output sequence, and have integer fields. For instance, if the 
user enters a desired output sequence (2212)*, an array of size four is created, with the fields 2, 2, 1 
and 2. This sequence determines that we desire to output a repeating sequence of assembly-
assembly-peg-assembly. 
5.1 Sort Area 
The sort area is the simplest of the three main functions of the controller. Its function is to 
determine, when a part arrives at the sort area, if that part is a peg or a ring. If it is a ring, the actuator 
should tum on for 500ms thereby pushing the ring down the assembly chute; this time was chosen 
based on the conventions and recommendations of the manufacturer. The sortRing actuator is 
enabled when the following condition is met: 
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partSort /\ •partPeg /\ (queue< 5) ~ sortRing, sortRingTimer _start, queue++ 
(sortRingTimer = 0.5) ~ sortRing 
(sortRingTimer = 1.5) ~ DispenseDelay. 
The intuitive meaning behind the first guard condition is that if the partSort sensor is on, the partPeg 
sensor is off and queue is less than five, then the sortRing actuator will tum on. Also, when the 
sortRingTimer reaches a value of 1.5 seconds, we set the DispenseDelay flag. This guard condition is 
imposed on the following timed automaton modeling the functionality of the sortRing actuator. Note 
that the guard condition for turning off the actuator says that it will tum off when the clock variable 
sortRingTimer equals 500ms. 
sortRingTimer ::;; 500ms 
Figure 5.1 Timed Automaton for sortRing Actuator 
We now discuss how the queue variable is updated. The initial value of queue is zero and the 
maximum value is five. We increment queue every time the sortRing actuator becomes active, and 
we decrement queue every time the loadAssm actuator becomes active. An automaton modeling this 
behavior is given below in Figure 5.2, where the loadAssm and sortRing actuator status are boolean 
guards on incrementing and decrementing the queue. Hence, when the sortRing actuator turns on, we 
will increment queue, and similarly for the loadAssm actuator. 
loadAssm, queue-- loadAssm, queue--
---- ...... 
Figure 5.2 Automaton for Queue Variable 
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5.2 Load Area 
The load area provides the majority of the control functions required to meet the 
specification. Enabling this actuator requires the ASeqPTR pointer variable that determines which 
elements in the output sequence have been provided by the loadAssm actuator. The loadAssm 
actuator is enabled when the following condition is met: 
(DispenseDelay v ((queue> 1) /\ •partAssm)) /\ (ASeqPTR = n) /\ (Sequence[n] = 2) ... 
=> loadAssm, loadAssmTimer _start 
(loadAssmTimer = 0.5) => loadAssm 
LoadAssm is activated when the DispenseDelay flag is on or queue is greater than one and there is no 
part in the assembly area, and the location in the ASeqPTR array pointer location determines that an 
assembly is desired, hence (ASeqPTR = n) /\(Sequence [n] = 2). The automaton modeling the 
loadAssm actuator behavior is given below in Figure 5.3. 
loadAssm, loadAssmTimer = 500ms 
loadAssmTimer :::; 500ms 
Figure 5.3 Timed Automaton for loadAssm Actuator 
ASeqPTR is updated using the following condition. 
partAssmv ((DispenseDday v (queue=t 0 /\-partAssm) /\ ... 
((ASeqPTR= n) /\ (Sequencl{n] = 1)) /\ indSensoi) => ASeqPTR++ 
(ASeqPTR= SizeofArr~) => (ASeqPTR:= 1) 
In the above equation, the pointer is updated when one of these two conditions are true: partAssm , 
which signifies turning off the partAssm sensor and hence the assembly of a ring on top of a peg. The 
second condition occurs when a part arrives at indSensor that has not been assembled. In effect, the 
second condition consists of the same conditions necessary for activating the loadAssm actuator, with 
the exception of checking whether the value pointed to by ASeqPTR is equal to one instead of two, 
and we check this condition only when indSensor is on. Once we have provided a complete sequence 
of output as determined by the Sequence array, it is necessary to reset ASeqPTR in order to repeat the 
sequence until all input parts have been used. 
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The automaton modeling the behavior of ASeqPTR is given in Figure 5.4. Each transition in 
this state machine signifies an update of the ASeqPTR pointer. Each state determines which element 
in the Sequence array that ASeqPTR points, where each element in Sequence can take the value 0, 1 or 
2, as described above. 
ASeqPTR = 1 
Figure 5 .4 Counter Automaton for ASeqPTR Pointer 
5.3 Reject Area 
We now discuss the role of the reject actuator in the controller. The reject actuator will 
become active if one of the following conditions is true: a part arrives at the reject actuator that is a 
peg and we desire a peg/ring assembly or if a peg/ring assembly combination arrives at the reject area 
and we desire to only have a peg in the output sequence. Formally, these conditions are written as: 
((RSeqPTR = n A Sequence[n] = 1) A (PARTCAP A ASSEMBLY)) v ... 
((RSeqPTR = n A Sequence[n] = 2) A (PARTCAP A .A.SSEMBLY)) v ... 
(RSeqPTR = -1) /\ partreject => reject, rejectTimer _start 
(rejectTimer = 0.5) :::::>reject 
The conditions PARTCAP A ASSEMBLY and PARTCAP A -,ASSEMBLY consist of variables 
representing whether the corresponding sensors, partCap and goodAssm, were recently true. These 
variables are latched when the sensor becomes active and unlatched when a part leaves the reject area, 
based on the following assertion: 
goodAssm => ASSEMBLY := true 
partCap A -,ASSEMBLY => PARTCAP := true 
partreject => PARTCAP :=false, ASSEMBLY:= false 
The timed automata describing the function of the reject actuator is given in Figure 5.5. 
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reject, rejectTimer = 500ms 
reject, rejectTimer := 0 
rejectTimer ~ 500ms 
Figure 5.5 Timed Automaton for reject Actuator 
The guard condition for the reject actuator was given by the above conditions. This actuator is 
designed to be on for 500ms. Similar to the loadAssm condition statement, the reject conditions 
involve the use of a pointer to an integer array that contains the desired output sequence. RSeqPTR is 
updated according to the following rules. 
partreject /\-,reject => RSeqPTR + + 
RSeqPTR = Size of Array => RSeqPTR := 1 
The above behavior is captured by the following automaton describing the evolution of RSeqPTR. 
Intuitively, the pointer is updated when a part leaves the reject area that does not get rejected, 
therefore falling down the output chute. 
RSeqPTR = 1 
Figure 5.6 Automaton for RSeqPTR Pointer 
We will now discuss the ability of the controller to handle a desired output of a zero in the 
sequence, symbolizing a ring by itself. While we allow the user to enter a desired output sequence to 
include a ring only in the sequence, it is physically impossible to output a lone ring. In the 
description of the manufacturing plant we determined that if a ring is not sorted by the sortRing 
actuator, then it will eventually fall off the chain conveyor into a storage sink. We enable the user to 
enter a ring as a desired output in the sequence to provide the maximum robustness of input and 
output. Two methods have been developed to handle the specific case when a ring is desired at the 
output. Case A ignores the zeros in the Sequence and increments ASeqPTR and RSeqPTR to point to 
the next element in the array. Case B disables the sortRing and loadAssm actuators and forces the 
reject actuator to remove every part that arrives at its location when RSeqPTR points to a location in 
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Sequence that contains a zero. In effect, the second method shuts the system down and disallows any 
further outputs in the sequence. Implementing this is fairly simple and is done according to the 
following conditions. 
• Case A: 
(ASeqPTR = i) A (Sequence[i] = 0) ~ ASeqPTR + + 
(RSeqPTR = i) A (Sequence[i] = 0) ~ RSeqPTR + + 
• Case B: 
(ASeqPTR = i) /\ (Sequence[i] = 0) ~ queue= 5, ASeqPTR = -1 
(RSeqPTR = i) /\ (Sequence[i] = 0) ~ RSeqPTR = -1 
Case A is an intuitive condition that says that if the element in Sequence is a zero; then increment 
each pointer to the next element in the array and thereby ignore the zero as output. Case B is 
somewhat more complex. When the desired element in Sequence is a zero, we assert the queue to be 
5, thereby disabling the sortRing actuator; we also set ASeqPTR to a value that is not in the Sequence 
array which disables the loadAssm actuator. When RSeqPTR points to a zero, we want to 
permanently enable the reject actuator so that every part is rejected. We do this by setting RSeqPTR 
to -1 and including a condition in the enabling statement for the actuator that if this condition is true, 
the actuator is always on. 
Case B as described above is an important addition to the control algorithm. This condition 
enables the user to enter a desired output sequence that is not repeated. For example if the user 
desires to output a single part, it is possible by entering the desired part output followed by a zero. 
When this is done, the system will output all values that are possible before the zero is seen in the 
sequence, and then reject all future parts that arrive at the reject area. 
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6 REFINED CONTROL ALGORITHM 
In this section we update all of the control rules that are implemented in the Lab VIEW 
program incorporating any changes that were made during the implementation phase. Some of these 
rules are the same as in Chapter 5 but are included here for completeness. We will not describe each 
rule in detail but will discuss any refinements and the reasons they were made. 
6.1 Sort Area 
We begin by discussing the updated model for the sortRing actuator area. Two small changes 
were made during the implementation. First, the delay time used for turning on the DispenseDelay 
flag was changed from 1.5 seconds to 1.0 second. Experience showed that with the timer set to 1.5 
seconds, there were certain occasions where a ring would sit and wait for the actuator to tum on while 
a peg falls further than expected down the belt conveyor and sometimes the peg is too far for the ring 
to be loaded on top of the peg. However, if this time is not long enough, the ring will not have 
enough time to reach the bottom of the assembly chute. After some trial and error, a value of 1 
second was found to provide the best balance between giving the ring enough time to reach the 
bottom of the chute and ensuring that the ring will be assembled if necessary. Secondly, 
incrementing queue is done using a separate function from enabling the sortRing actuator. Due to a 
characteristic of Lab VIEW, when the sortRing actuator is active and the increment queue function 
was included within the same function, queue was incremented continuously until the actuator is 
turned off. Hence, we moved the queue increment to a separate function and check for the occurrence 
of the sortRing actuator turning on to increment queue. Formally, we provide the following equations 
and automaton describing this behavior. 
partSort /\ -ipartPeg /\(queue< 5) => sortRing, sortRingTimer _start, queue++ 
(sortRingTimer = 0.5) => sortRing 
(sortRingTimer = 1.0) /\(queue= 1) => DispenseDelay 
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sortRing, sortRingTimer := 0 
sortRingTimer ~ 500ms 
Figure 6.1 Updated Timed Automaton for sortRing Actuator 
6.2 Load Area 
The loadAssm actuator is enabled according to the condition as stated in Chapter 5, the 
changes that have been made in this area pertain to the updating conditions on the ASeqPTR variable. 
Formally, the following equation and automaton in Figure 7.2 model the behavior of the loadAssm 
actuator. 
((DispenseDelay v queue> 1) /\(queue> 0) /\ rpartAssm) /\ ... 
(ASeqPTR = n) /\ (Sequence[n] = 2) /\ loadAssmUpdated => loadAssm, loadAssmTimer _start 
(loadAssmTimer = 0.5) => loadAssm 
loadAssm, loadAssmTimer = 500ms 
loadAssmTimer ~ 500ms 
loadAssm, loadAssmTimer := 0 
Figure 6.2 Timed Automaton for loadAssm Actuator 
The addition that we make here to the enabling condition of the loadAssm actuator is that of the 
boolean flag loadAssmUpdated. This additional condition was created in order to ensure that we are 
able to delay the enabling condition of the actuator, the reason for this will be discussed in the 
following chapter. This flag should be initialized to true at program start-up and should be reset to 
false when the loadAssm actuator is turned off. 
Updating ASeqPTR is quite different from the previously described method. Previously we 
updated the variable when the partAssm sensor turned off or when we expected to load a ring but 
were not allowed to based on the value pointed to by the ASeqPTR variable. We have simplified this 
condition to update when a time period of 1.75 seconds has elapsed after the partAssm sensor turns 
off, or when the value pointed to by ASeqPTR is a one and on the rising edge of indSensor. 
Therefore, on the falling edge of the partAssm sensor, we start a timer called loadAssmUpdateDelay, 
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and when this timer reaches 1.75 seconds we increment ASeqPTR. Since we are pointing to an array, 
we found it was easier to reset the ASeqPTR to a value of zero in practice rather than to one as 
described in the theoretical controller. Formally, we write the following equation and provide Figure 
7 .3 which models the updating logic for ASeqPTR. Notice that we now decrement queue when the 
partAssm sensor turns on, rather than when the loadAssm actuator turns on. This was done to ensure 
that if there are loading errors with the ring, that queue will remain a correct model of the number of 
parts in the assembly chute. The need for this was driven due to a rare occurrence in the 
implementation where the loadAssm actuator was enabled, but the ring for some reason did not get 
loaded, instead the ring remained in the assembly chute. 
partAssm ~queue--, loadAssmUpdated :=FALSE 
partAssm ~ loadAssmUpdateDelay _start 
loadAssmUpdateDelay ~ 1.75 v (indSensor /\ (ASeqPTR = n) /\ (Sequence[n] = 1)) ... 
~ ASeqPTR + +, loadAssmUpdated :=TRUE 
ASeqPTR = sizeO.fSequence ~ ASeqPTR = 0 
ASeqPTR :=0 
ASeqPTR++ 
Figure 6.3 Counter Automata for ASeqPTR Pointer for Sequence Size n 
6.3 Reject Area 
The reject actuator is enabled according to the following condition: 
((RSeqPTR = n /\ Sequence[n] = 1) /\ (1PARTCAP)) v .. . 
((RSeqPTR = n /\ Sequence[n] = 2) /\(.ASSEMBLY)) v .. . 
(RSeqPTR ~ 100) /\ partreject ~reject, rejectTimer _start 
(rejectTimer = 0.5) ~reject 
This condition is almost identical to the theoretical condition given in Chapter 5. In this case 
however we only consider whether the individual PARTCAP or ASSEMBLY flags are set in each case 
where previously we looked at both flags in each. Also, we add the case for rejecting a part if the 
value of RSeqPTR is greater than or equal to 100, this is used for in the case where we handle zeros 
by turning off the actuators, this number was chosen arbitrarily and could easily be changed, we had 
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previously included a condition for RSeqPTR equal to negative one to reject all parts. In this case we 
are assuming that output sequences will be entered that are smaller than 100 parts. We cannot use the 
previous value of -1 as the data in this condition is stored unsigned in Lab VIEW. The actuator 
operates for 500ms as stated previously; Figure 7.4 models the actuator behavior. 
reject, rejectTimer = 500ms 
reject, rejectTimer := 0 
rejectTimer ~ 500ms 
Figure 6.4 Timed Automata for reject Actuator 
We set the ASSEMBLY and PARTCAP flags according to the following condition. We have 
modified this from the conditions in the previous chapter to set the flags to true when the 
corresponding sensor turns off rather than when the sensors tum on. The reason for this will be 
discussed in the next chapter. 
goodAssm ~ ASSEMBLY := true 
partCap A -.ASSEMBLY ~ PARTCAP := true 
Another change affects the updating of RSeqPTR and the ASSEMBLY and PARTCAP flags. 
On the rising edge of the partReject sensor, we set a timer called partRejectTimer. When this timer 
reaches a value of 50ms the flags are reset and RSeqPTR is updated. We provide the equations and 
automaton that illustrates the behavior of RSeqPTR. 
partreject ~ partrejectTimer _start 
partrejectTimer > 50ms ~ASSEMBLY:= false, PARTCAP :=false 
partrejectTimer > 50ms ~ RSeqPTR + + 
RSeqPTR = sizeOfSequence ~ RSeqPTR = 0 
RSeqPTR:=O 
Figure 6.5 Counter Automata for RSeqPTR Pointer for Sequence Size n 
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We handle the conditions for a desired output of zeros similar to the method used in 
Chapter 5. 
• Skip All Zeros 
(ASeqPTR = i) A (Sequence[i] = 0) => ASeqPTR + + 
(RSeqPTR = i) A (Sequence[i] = 0) => RSeqPTR + + 
• Tum Off Actuators 
(ASeqPTR = i) /\ (Sequence[i] = 0) =>queue:= 6, ASeqPTR := 100 
(RSeqPTR = i) A (Sequence[i] = 0) => RSeqPTR := 100 
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7 LABVIEW CONTROLLER IMPLEMENTATION 
In this section we introduce the implementation of the control algorithm of Chapter 6 using 
LabVIEW. We begin this section by discussing the method used to arrive at the chosen PC based 
controller and the interface between the PC and ICT manufacturing plant. This is followed by a 
detailed explanation of the Lab VIEW control program, concluded with a discussion of the results of 
the Lab VIEW control implementation. 
7 .1 PC Interface Acquisition 
In this section we discuss the process of acquiring the interface between the PC controller and 
the ICT. After developing the control algorithm discussed in Chapter 5, it became evident that a main 
goal of this work should be to implement the controller using a PC in addition to the PLC 
implementation. A limited version of the control algorithm was implemented in PLC as the first 
phase of this work, and after completing this portion we decided that a PC controller implementation 
was necessary. The need for this was evident by the difficulty in implementing complex control 
algorithms in ladder logic due to its difficulty in debugging. Hence, we initially desired to control the 
manufacturing plant using a C program that we had already written, which simulated functionality of 
the ICT and the control algorithm. After researching the feasibility of different methods of 
interfacing our manufacturing plant and a digital controller using a PC, two feasible methods were 
found that were possible using a C program, parallel port interfacing and using a digital 1/0 card. We 
opted to purchase a PCI-DI0-24D card from AccesIO Inc. as our user interface due to its documented 
ease of use relative to programming with the parallel port. However, when we received the DIO card, 
we discovered that it was not compatible with DOS based CIC++ compilers, contrary to its user 
manual and the available documentation. After much confusion about these issues and struggling to 
obtain a coherent input and output signal from the card, we started to look at Lab VIEW for the 
control instead of CIC++ as it is well suited to the type of data acquisition and output control that we 
needed for this application. After a conversation with a software manager at AccesIO, we discovered 
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that their product is indeed supported by Lab VIEW although they do not publish that information as 
they consider Lab VIEW one of their competitors. The Lab VIEW drivers were not visible in the PC 
during in my initial work with the DIO card since they are not installed on the PC unless Lab VIEW is 
already native on the hard drive when the AccesIO card is installed. Once Lab VIEW was installed, 
we reinstalled the AccessIO software and were able to read/write the data necessary using the drivers 
provided by AcceslO. Finally, after weeks of struggling to read/write two bytes of data I was able to 
begin programming the controller. 
7.2 PC Interface 
To implement the controller, we needed to monitor 7 digital sensors and output 5 digital 
signals. The DIO card consists of 3 1/0 ports each of which can be input or output based on the 
values stored in the control register, for a total of 24 digital 1/0 bits. For this application we use ports 
A and B with PortA as the actuator output and PortB as the sensor input, this was chosen arbitrarily 
and any one of the three ports could have been used for either function. In order to use PortA as 
output and PortB as input; it was determined that a hexadecimal value of Ox82 needed to be written to 
control register as per the DIO card data sheet. The register addresses for each of the above 
mentioned ports are: 
• PortA - OxEC60 
• PortB - OxEC61 
• Porte - OxEC62 
• Control Register - OxEC63 
Based on the documentation of the ICT and the DIO card, we assumed that the system would 
require a one to one connection between the inputs/outputs of the ICT and the outputs/inputs of the 
DIO card. However, when the signal lines from the two devices were connected, each of the voltages 
floated with an approximate mean value of 0.5 volts. When this voltage is applied to the actuators 
input, they will sometimes be enabled depending on the voltage fluctuation since they have a TTL 
input and above 0.5 volts they can be enabled. The same was true for the sensors; they would 
sometimes show that they were on at the PC side even though no parts were in front of the sensors. 
This characteristic was taken care of using a simple pull-down resistor on each side of the 
connections that brought the floating voltage down to below the 0.5 volt TTL threshold. Resistor 
values of lkQ were used, however, any value that is large enough to bring the voltage down to less 
than 0.1 volts works well. Figure 6.1 shows the connection between a pin on the ICT to the DIO card 
for illustration purposes. A complete schematic of this circuit is provided in the appendix. 
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Figure 7 .1 Pin Connection Example 
Since we were unable to connect the two devices using a single cable, it was necessary to 
fabricate two separate ribbon cables and connect them using terminal blocks and a breadboard with 
the required pull-down resistors. The pin-outs of the ICT card connector and the DIO card connector 
are given in the appendix. Also provided in the appendix is the layout of the connector circuit that 
was fabricated. 
7.3 Lab VIEW Control Program 
In this section we introduce the Lab VIEW implementation of the controller introduced in 
Chapter 6. We require that the user is able to monitor the input sequence of rings and pegs; similarly 
the resulting output sequence should be displayed to the user as it is produced by the controller. We 
include this addition in an effort to provide the user with the maximum amount of information about 
the current state of the system. Due to the graphical interface of Lab VIEW, addition of these features 
is relatively easy. The front panel of the control program is given below in Figure 7.2. We provide a 
virtual LED on the front panel for each sensor and actuator that will become lit whenever the 
corresponding sensor/actuator becomes active. Also included are the current values of each of the 
sequence pointers, ASeqPTR and RSeqPTR, the value of the queue and the desired output sequence. 
These values are controllable on the front panel, but should never need to be changed by the user 
while the program is executing. These additions were invaluable during the debugging process as we 
were able to examine the system state on the monitor and compare that with our intuitive notion of 
what the system state should be. 
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Figure 7 .2 Front Panel for Lab VIEW Control Program 
When the 'run' button is pressed on the front panel, a pop-up menu prompts the user to enter 
the desired output sequence of 0, 1, and 2's without spaces. Based on this input string, the program 
converts it into an integer array of the same input size. Since the string is converted to ASCII values, 
when a user enters a 0, 1, or 2, the value is stored internally as their ASCII equivalents 48, 49, or 50 
respectively. This poses no problem to the functioning of the system; we will just have to check that 
the user entered a 48, 49, or 50 instead of 0, 1 or 2. The user is now able to tum the JCT on by 
pressing the green 'ON' button and the system will begin to operate. 
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Figure 7.3 User Input Interface 
The menu input and other initializations are done outside the main program which is executed 
continuously in a while loop until the 'STOP' button on the front panel is pressed, at which time all 
variables are reset to their initial values and the system is ready to be reloaded with another output 
sequence. When the program starts, a hexadecimal value of OxD8 is written to PortA which 
initializes the ICT to have the belt and chain actuators on and the other three actuators off. As 
mentioned earlier, we will assume that the belt and chain will always be on. Therefore, we will only 
ever change three bits of the PortA register, namely the 3 bits with the lowest significance. 
Accordingly, we tum on and off the sortRing, loadAssm, and reject actuators using the following 
scheme: 
• OxD8 - no actuators on 
• OxD9 - reject actuator on 
• OxDA - loadAssm actuator on 
• OxDC - sortRing actuator on. 
Notice that we restrict the behavior of the system to only have one of the three actuators active at any 
time. It is possible to enable more than one at a time, but since our controller will be event driven, we 
will not need to consider this case. In other words, if an actuator is on while an event occurs that 
requires another actuator to be on, it will perform the action when the first actuator is disabled. 
7.3.l Sort Area Implementation 
The sort area in the Lab VIEW program serves two purposes, to sort rings from pegs, and to 
monitor the flow of input parts to the system and output to the front panel each part that passes 
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through the sort area. The latter of these functions is fairly simple and discussed first. When the 
partPeg sensor turns on, a value of 2 is concatenated to the input sequence string. This string is 
initialized to NULL when the program begins and is displayed on the front panel. When the partSort 
sensor turns on and the partPeg sensor is off, a value of 1 is concatenated to the input string. In order 
for both of these conditions to occur, we look for the rising edge of the event occurring before 
concatenating the part value to the string, this ensures that only one value is ever concatenated per 
part arrival at the sort area. The Lab VIEW code that implements this behavior is given below in 
Figure 7.4. 
JP artPeg Sensor Ii 
partSort Sensor I ; 
.r~·::b.:::::::0 rn !!!TI ·~ ··-? 
Figure 7.4 Logic for Displaying Input Parts at the Sort Area 
In order to capture the occurrence of an event in Lab VIEW we use a while loop that is always 
enabled, a case statement and a shift register. Figure 7.4 above shows an example of how we are able 
to capture a rising edge condition. A shift register keeps track of the value of a particular variable 
from each previous execution of the loop. If we want to capture the rising edge occurrence of some 
particular event, the boolean condition representing the event is input to the while loop to the x 
terminal of an implies logic gate in the Lab VIEW boolean toolbox. The input condition is also 
mapped to the right side of the shift register signifying that we wish to save the value of this variable 
for the next execution of the loop. Then the left shift register value will always store the previous 
value of the variable, and is mapped to the y input of the implies boolean gate. The result of the 
implies gate is false only when the top input is true and the bottom input is false, hence we put an 
inverter at the output of the gate to make this condition true, which captures the rising edge of the 
condition. In order to capture the falling edge of an event we use the same technique with both of the 
inputs inverted inside of the while loop. 
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Implementation of the sortRing actuator logic is straightforward and done as specified in 
Chapter 6. The Lab VIEW code that implements this behavior is given below in Figure 7 .5. The 
sortRing actuator is enabled when a part arrives in the sort area that is not a peg and the queue is less 
than five. When this condition is met, a value of OxDC is written to the PortA register and the 
sortRingTimer is started. When this timer reaches a value of 500 ms, a value of OxD8 is written to the 
PortA register, turning off the sortRing actuator. When 1 second has elapsed after enabling the 
sortRing actuator, and there is only one ring in the queue (the ring that was just sorted) we set a 
boolean flag variable called DispenseDelay to true which is then used by the loadAssm actuator to 
tum on if necessary. The queue is incremented every time the sortRing actuator is enabled. 
ENABLE SORTRING ACTUATOR 
Actuator is on for a period of 50Cl ms cn::l if the queue was zero before actuation, a timer of ai 
addition 500 ms is requred to ensue that the ring has enough time to reach the load area before 
enab the LOADASSM ACTUATOR 
Figure 7 .5 Logic for Turning on SortRing Actuator 
We now discuss the implementation of timed functions in Lab VIEW. There are two methods 
of using timing in Lab VIEW, timed loops or delays, or setting a timer variable and performing an 
action when the timer reaches a particular value. The former is an undesirable method for real time 
control applications such as this because when the timed loop or delay is running, no other 
computations outside of the timed loop can be performed. For instance, if the sortRing actuator is on 
for 500ms in a timed loop, no other sensor data can be read during that period of time, missing the 
occurrence of the event, which is unacceptable in the application. Instead, we use the internal clock 
of LabVIEW to set a timer variable to the current system time when an event occurs. We then 
subtract the value of the variable timer from the internal clock timer and when that result meets some 
predetermined value we then perform the desired action. This method is imperfect since consecutive 
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executions of the code will enable a timed action at the start of the program because the timer will be 
set to a value from a previous execution of the code. We get around this issue by asserting each timer 
to a value that is at the maximum range of the timer at the start of each program ensuring this case 
never happens. 
lillJ·-·· .. ······-·~ 
Figure 7 .6 Logic for Turning SortRing Actuator Off 
7.3.2 Load Area Implementation 
We now discuss the implementation of the loadAssm actuator and the variables that are 
required for its operation. First, we require that there is no part in the assembly area by verifying that 
the partAssm sensor is off. Also, queue must be greater than zero and either DispenseDelay must be 
true or there must be more than one ring in the queue. Further we need to ensure that the next part in 
the desired output sequence is an assembly, hence we check that the value pointed to by ASeqPTR is a 
2. Finally, we check whether a flag called loadAssmFlag is true. This flag is used to restrict the 
actuator from turning on until the required updates to the ASeqPTR variable have been made, and is 
initialized to true before the program starts. Similar to the sortRing actuator, when the loadAssm 
actuator is enabled, loadAssmTimer is state. When 500ms has elapsed, the actuator is turned off. 
Figure 7.7 shows the implementation of these functions. 
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Figure 7. 7 Implementation of the LoadAssm Actuator 
The queue variable is decremented on the rising edge of the partAssm sensor which 
symbolizes the arrival of a ring in the assembly slot, when this event occurs we also set 
loadAssmFlag to false. 
There are two cases when ASeqPTR will be updated: when a peg crosses indSensor and when 
a ring is placed on top of a peg. The former event is captured by looking for 'the rising edge of the 
indSensor when the value pointed to by ASeqPTR is a 1 (49 in the program). When this event is seen, 
ASeqPTR is incremented and if it now equals the size of the desired output sequence, meaning that 
we've provided a complete sequence, the ASeqPTR variable is reset to zero to allow another sequence 
to be output. This behavior is shown in Figure 7.8 below. 
~··· ·· pdate ASeqPTR varoole in the case where the system required a ring only and the i inc!Sensor had a ri · 
rn 
Figure 7.8 Implementation of ASeqPTR Update for Peg Arrival 
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The second case for updating the ASeqPTR variable is when an assembly occurs with a ring 
falling onto a peg. To capture this behavior we look for the falling edge of the partAssm sensor 
which signifies that a ring has left the assembly area. When this event occurs, we set a timer called 
loadAssmUpdateDelay and disable the loadAssmFlag variable. When the timer reaches a value of 
1.75 seconds, we then update ASeqPTR as described above, also at this point the loadAssmFlag is set 
to true, signifying that we are ready to allow another ring to be loaded, if necessary. We include this 
delay for two reasons. First, if two consecutive assemblies are desired and there is no delay included 
and a ring falls immediately after a ring is assembled, the partAssm sensor can occasionally miss the 
falling edge. Secondly, if we desire to have an assembly followed by a single peg and have no delay, 
the ring will be loaded on top of the peg and the ASeqPTR updated to the next value that requires a 
peg only. But when the assembled peg/ring combination passes the inductive sensor, the ASeqPTR is 
updated because it thinks that it is a peg crossing its path since the ASeqPTR is indicating that state. 
Figure 7. 9 shows the implementation of this behavior. 
After a ring is loaded onto a peg, or a peg passes and no ring was needed, and the 1750ms delay that is 
required before updating has elapsed, we can now increment the ASeqPTR or reset it as needed . In this 
case we look for the risn e e of this event occurrence. 
m 
Figure 7.9 Implementation of ASeqPTR Update for Assembled Part 
7.3.3 Reject Area Implementation 
At the reject area we need to create two additional flag variables ASSEMBLY and PARTCAP, 
which signify that the last part to leave the capacitive sensor area was, respectively, an assembled 
peg/ring or a lone peg. These are the variables that will be checked at the reject area to determine if a 
part needs to be rejected; they are both initialized to false at program start up. The ASSEMBLY 
variable is set to true on the falling edge of the goodAssm sensor, which can only detect an assembled 
part. PARTCAP is set to true on the falling edge of the partCap sensor if the ASSEMBLY flag is not 
true. This symbolizes a part leaving the capacitive area that is not an assembled combination. Figure 
7 .10 below shows this implementation. 
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Turn on ASSEMBLY variable signifying that a part arrived at the capacitive area 
and it was an assembled peg/ring combination. Here we look for the falling edge 
transition of the oodAssm sensor. 
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Figure 7 .10 Setting ASSEMBLY and P ARTCAP Flags 
The reject actuator is enabled when one of the following two conditions is met, a peg arrives 
at the reject area when an assembly is desired, or when an assembly arrives at the reject area and a 
lone peg is desired. When the reject actuator is turned on, we set the rejectTimer and when this value 
reaches 500ms, the actuator is disabled. When a part arrives at the partReject sensor, we set another 
clock called partRejectRisingEdgeTime and when this timer reaches a value of 50ms we reset the 
ASSEMBLY and PARTCAP variables. This delay is required in order to ensure that the reject actuator 
condition statement has had time to execute and decide whether to tum on. Without this delay, if we 
reset on the rising edge of the partReject sensor, the reject actuator will always be enabled because 
the flags have been reset before its condition statements have been computed. These functions are 
shown in Figure 7 .11. 
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ENABLE REJECT ACTUATOR 
Figure 7 .11 Implementation of Reject Actuator 
We use partRejectRisingEdgeTime from above to update the RSeqPTR variable. Once this 
time has elapsed and the reject actuator is not on, we can increment the variable and if its new value 
is equal to the size of the desired output sequence then we reset it to zero. At this point we also 
output to the front panel any values that have passed through the reject area and have not been 
rejected. If the ASSEMBLY variable is true, we concatenate the output string with a 2, else it is 
concatenated with a 1. This operation can be seen below in Figure 7.12, for the case where an 
assembly passed the reject area that was not rejected . 
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Figure 7 .12 Implementation of RSeqPTR Update and Output Sequence Display 
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7.3.4 Zero Handling Capability 
The last part of the Lab VIEW code to be discussed is the functions for handling zeros in the 
desired output sequence. A switch is provided on the front panel labeled 'Zero Handling Mode' 
which enables the user to switch between one of two modes, either 'Skip All Zeros' or 'Tum OFF 
Actuators'. These correspond to Case A and Case B presented in Section 5, respectively. In the 
former mode, the system simply ignores all zeros. Hence when either the ASeqPTR or RSeqPTR 
points to a location holding a zero, the variable is incremented. In the latter, when ASeqPTR points to 
a zero, the queue variable is set to a value of 6 ensuring that the sortRing actuator will never become 
active again. Also, ASeqPTR is set to point to a location of 100, which we assume is beyond the size 
of any sequence we would ever use and hence, disabling the loadAssm actuator; any positive number 
will do that is out of the conceivable output sequence range will work however. When RSeqPTR 
reaches a value that points to a zero it is asserted to 100 as well and we include a condition in the 
enabling condition for the reject actuator that if RSeqPTR is greater than or equal to 100 that it will 
reject every part that arrives at the reject area. The second mode to tum off all actuators is the method 
one would use if a desired output was a single part, or a finite number of parts. For instance, if it is 
desired that a single peg be output, the user would give a desired output sequence of (10) and set the 
Zero Handling Mode to 'Tum OFF Actuators'. Figure 7 .13 and 7 .14 show the implementation of the 
zero handling logic . 
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Figure 7 .14 Implementation of Zero Handling Logic for Tum Off Actuators 
7 .4 Implementation Results 
A considerable amount of time was spent developing this final version of the controller. The 
controller that was presented in Chapter 5 had to be refined to account for timing related issues that 
were not included in the plant model. Two phenomena affect the system adversely that this controller 
has tried to address with mixed results. First, and most dire to system performance is that 
occasionally a peg will fall down its chute and roll further down the belt conveyor than intended. If 
this occurs after a peg falls down the chute which stops still when it arrives at the belt conveyor, the 
two pegs will be too close for the sensors to be able to distinguish between the two parts. Consider 
the above case, where an assembly is desired on both of the pegs. They will both, most likely, have 
rings placed on top of them. We have however seen a few occasions where they arrive on the belt so 
close together that the second peg was not able to obtain its needed ring. A more common problem is 
with the capacitive sensor area and the reject area. When the first assembly arrives at the goodAssm 
sensor, it sets the ASSEMBLY flag symbolizing an assembly reaches the capacitive area. But 
sometimes the parts are too close together and before this part reaches the reject area, the second 
assembly reaches the capacitive area and since the ASSEMBLY flag is already set, no action can be 
taken. When the first part reaches the reject area, it is not rejected because it is a desired part 
according to RSeqPTR, after this decision is made the ASSEMBLY flag is reset. Then the second part 
arrives at the reject area and since the flag is not true, the part is rejected. 
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The above phenomenon adversely affects system performance. However, the reject area 
never allows an incorrect sequence to be output to the final chute. So if this were a safety-critical 
system, such as an assembly line handling a toxic chemical, we would never output an incorrect 
sequence which might pose a safety risk. The drawback is in efficiency. If this were a real system 
and each part is ruined when it is rejected and each part cost thousands of dollars this would be a 
severe problem. There are several ways to solve this problem completely. For instance, slowing 
down the chain conveyor or speeding up the belt conveyor so that the pegs are always spaced further 
apart, the capacitive sensors could also be placed closer to the reject area. 
For this work, however, we did not want to change the physical layout of the plant to satisfy 
the control specification so these were not considered as options. Instead the approach taken was to 
make the time between the two sensors as short as possible. This was done by setting the flags at the 
capacitive area on the falling edge of the sensors and then using the rising edge of the reject sensors. 
we had initially envisioned and implemented the controller using the rising edges of the capacitive 
sensors and the falling edge of the reject sensors, mainly because the latter was far easier to 
implement. Changing the reject area computations to be done at the rising edge caused the need to 
create the 50ms delay so that these computations did not interfere with enabling the reject actuator. 
The result of this change caused a significant decrease in the occurrence of the described phenomena. 
The second fault that can occur in the system is when a ring falls into the assembly slot and 
lands improperly such that it can never be loaded onto peg, or falls out of the slot completely. In each 
case, we will have a ring traveling by itself down the belt conveyor. Again, no incorrect part is ever 
actually output from the system, but we have the same efficiency problems when this occurs. 
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8 PLC CONTROLLER IMPLEMENTATION 
We now introduce the implementation of the control algorithm in PLC ladder logic. 
Implementation of the algorithm was relatively straightforward with a few manipulations of the 
control required to satisfy the specification. Most notably, we were restricted to an output sequence 
to be a cyclic sequence of size four. This was due to the increasing complexity of the ladder logic 
program as the number of elements in the output sequence increased. 
This section is laid out as follows: 8.1 gives the partial PLC program that implements the 
sortRing actuator, 8.2 gives the partial code for the loadAssm actuator and ASequence array, 8.3 gives 
the partial code for the reject actuator and RSequence array, 8.4 gives the results of the PLC 
implementation. The entire PLC code which implements the control algorithm is provided as an 
appendix. As with the Lab VIEW controller we allow the user to specify whether they want to ignore 
zeros as desired output or to disable the sortRing and loadAssm actuator and permanently enable the 
reject actuator. 
8.1 Sort Area Implementation 
The logical condition that must be met in order to tum on the sortRing actuator was given in 
the previous sections and is repeated here: 
partSort /\ -ipartPeg /\(queue< 5) => sortRing 
Remember, too, that the actuator needs to be on for a period of 500 ms. Based on this information, 
the following ladder logic rungs were created to implement this behavior. Also provided in this 
figure is the rung that increments the queue variable. The condition for this rung becomes true when 
the sortRing actuator becomes active, which is why we include the one-shot rise variable which is set 
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when a condition becomes true. Figure 8.1 shows the ladder logic which implements this behavior. 
Notice the use of a bit called oneShotRise, this is used to enable the output of the rung only when the 
preceding condition changes. So in the second rung below, the instant that RSeqPTR is updated to a 
value of five, the output of the rung which subtracts four from RSeqPTR is enabled. Without the 
oneShotRise bit, this output can be enabled multiple times. In short, oneShotRise bits are a way to 
ensure that an output of a rung is executed exactly one timer per occurrence of the condition of the 
rung. 





Figure 8.1 Ladder Logic Rung for sortRing Actuator 
In the above ladder logic rung used to turn on the sortRing actuator, we have included on the 
left side a condition variable of the same name as well as a time related condition entitled, 
sortRingTimerl:DN. The reason we include the actuator variable as a condition here is that when the 
actuator turns on, the condition used to tum it on is no longer met. This will only allow the actuator 
to turn on for a period of time long enough to push the part away from the sensor. In this case, the 
sortRing actuator might push the ring away from the partSort sensor, but it may not push it far 
enough to fall down the assembly chute. The variable sortRingTimer 1 :DN is used as a condition 
which determines whether the timer used for the sortRing actuator is still running. When the timer is 
complete, this condition becomes true, and since we are looking for the negative of this condition, the 
rung is disabled and the actuator turns off. 
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8.2 Load Area Implementation 
Since the loadAssm actuator provides the majority of the control functions to satisfy the 
specification, it requires many more ladder logic rungs than any other parts. In addition to the rung 
describing the function of the loadAssm actuator, we provide a series of rungs to illustrate how the 
ASequence array pointer evolves in the ladder logic program. In Figure 7.2 below the first rung 
describes the operation of the loadAssm actuator and the second shows how the loadAssm actuator 
updates the queue variable. 
Dispense 
Delay partAssm queue ~ 1 RSeqPTR = 1 lnputStateI = 2 loadAssmTimer loadAssm 
/ / 
- v - GEQ EQU - EQU // / 
RSeqPTR = 2 lnputState2 = 2 
loadAssm EQU EQU TON ...__ - - - -
RSeqPTR =3 lnputState3 = 2 loadAssmTimer 
...__ EQU - EQU -
loadAs smDelav queue~ 1 
GEQ 
RSeqPTR=4 lnputState4 = 2 





Figure 8.2 Ladder Logic Rung for loadAssm Actuator 
Next, we cover the PLC implementation of the logic required to update ASeqPTR as the 
program executes. The sequence for the assembly area was by far the most difficult part of the 
controller implementation for the PLC. As mentioned above, the PLC implementation was performed 
as the first part of the work, and the experience gained in this part made the Lab VIEW 
implementation much smoother. The LabVIEW implementation is also more refined than the PLC 
implementation as we discovered there were a few changes would make this system more robust. For 
these reasons, the PLC implementation will have a few differences that will be pointed out in the 
following discussion. 
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Figure 8.3 below shows the implementation of the update logic for ASeqPTR. As mentioned 
before, the PLC implementation only allows the output sequencing of 4 parts in a prefix closed 
sequence. Since PLC does not support any type of user interfacing such as that of Lab VIEW, it is up 
to the user to manually change the logic in the PLC program to enter the desired output. This is done 
by setting a bit at the top of the ladder logic program. A full explanation of how to do this is provided 
in the complete ladder logic program provided in the appendix. The desired output sequence is then 
in a series of integer variables titled InputStatel ... /nputState4. These are analogous to 
Sequence[O] ... Sequence[3] in the Lab VIEW implementation. 
The first rung in Figure 8.3 shows the condition required to increment ASeqPTR. There are 
two ways that the variable can be incremented, on the falling edge of the partAssm sensor or if there 
is not part in the assembly slot, the queue is not empty and a part reaches the indSensor when the 
InputState is a one. We also make sure that this condition is only allowed to update the sequence 
pointer when the pointer equals one. Since we were unable to implement the controller using loops as 
in the Lab VIEW implementation, we need to make several restrictions such as this. The second rung 
sets a flag indicating that an update has occurred to the sequence pointer. The third rung sets a 
variable indicating the rising edge of the event incrementing the sequence pointer. It was necessary to 
use multiple rungs such as this throughout the PLC implementation in order to capture certain events 
of interest, adding greatly to the program complexity. When the flag indicating the occurrence of the 
updating event to the sequence pointer, we start a timer named UpdateDelay which runs for 2.5 
seconds, this is shown in the fourth rung. Finally, when this timer is completed, a flag in the fifth 
rung is set which indicates that the system is now able to update the sequence pointer in the case 
where ASeqPTR equals two and needs to be incremented to 3. The implementation of this logic takes 
up the bulk of the program and hence we were limited to a sequence size of four as debugging this 
program became too intensive when attempts were made to extend the sequence size. 
1 
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partAssmF alling Edge Event ASeqPTR = 1 ASeqPTR++ 
EQU ADD 
so rtR ingTime r Elapsed indSensor InputStatel = 1 
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NEQ 
ASeqPTR = 2 Alto2EventHasOccurred 
2 t------tl I EQUI ---------1( H 
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Figure 8.3 Implementation Logic for Update of ASeqPTR 
8.3 Reject Area Implementation 
We now discuss the implementation of the logic required for the reject actuator, which is 
considerably less complex than the loadAssm logic. Enabling the reject actuator requires two rungs 
in the PLC program. The first is required to reject pegs when assembled parts are desired, and the 
second rejects assembled parts when pegs are desired. The logic for this is given in Figures 8.4 and 
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8.5. Here we simply check which element is required next in the system and whether the part at the 
reject area is a peg or an assembled combination. 
RSeqPTR = 1 InputStatel = 2 partreject GOODASSM rejectTimer: DN 
EQU EQU 
RSeqPTR = 2 InputState2 = 2 
EQU 
InputState3 = 2 
EQU 
InputState4 = 2 
EQU EQU 
reject 
Figure 8.4 PLC Implementation of reject Actuator to Reject Peg 
RSeqPTR=l 
EQU 










Figure 8.5 PLC Implementation of reject Actuator to Reject Assembly 
The update of RSeqPTR is also far simpler than the ASeqPTR from the previous section. 
Here we simply look for the falling edge of the partReject sensor, and if at this time the reject 
actuator is not on, then we increment RSeqPTR. When a full sequence has been output, we reset 
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RSeqPTR back to its initial value of one. The ladder logic rungs implementing this behavior are 
given in Figure 8.6. 
partrejectFallingEdge rejectActuator RSeqPTR + + 
HI ---Jf-------11 ADD H 
RSeqPTR = 5 oneShotRise RSeqPTR = RSeqPTR - 4 
1------11 EQU HI I- ---------------11 SUB I 
Figure 8.6 Implementation of Update Logic for RSeqPTR 
8.4 Results of PLC Control 
In general we are satisfied with the results of the PLC implementation. It was a good 
exercise in the initial stages of the work to verify that the manually synthesized controller was indeed 
valid for the manufacturing plant. The complexity of the ladder logic, however, becomes 
insurmountable when output is any cyclic sequence with cycle longer than four in length. We do run 
into the same issues where occasionally a peg will fall too far down the belt conveyor and causing 
parts to be rejected that should have been able to be dealt with by the controller. We are, however, 
confident that an incorrect sequence is never output by the system. 
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9 CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 
We have introduced a manually synthesized control algorithm for the ICT manufactured by 
Bytronic International LTD. The control specification we desire is to output a cyclic sequence of 
pegs and rings of arbitrary length, where the size of the output sequence will be determined by a 
combination of the input sequence and the desired output sequence. An interface which connects the 
ICT to a PC was developed and this control algorithm was implemented in Lab VIEW on the PC. A 
less powerful version of the control algorithm was also implemented using a PLC, where we were 
limited to output cyclic sequences of length four. 
During the implementation of the control specification in Lab VIEW and PLC we had to make 
some changes to the control algorithm given in Chapter 5, these changes were detailed in Chapter 7. 
The changes that were made mainly relate to timing issues that were not considered in the original 
plant model and hence were not included in the controller. For instance, it was not readily seen from 
the initial plant model that we would need to delay the updating of the ASeqPTR variable after a ring 
was loaded onto a peg. This and other issues were only discovered during the implementation phase. 
Since our model of the plant was not refined enough to capture these requirements, refinement of the 
plant model should be considered as possible future work. 
For this system there are an infinite number of input and output possibilities. Exhaustive 
testing of the plant and controller would require an infinite number of test cases, which is obviously 
not possible. We have provided the controller in a form that is readily amenable to formal analysis 
and verification. This controller and plant model implemented in Lab VIEW could be converted into 
a formal language and formal verification techniques used to prove temporal properties of the system 
and prove that the controller will meet the control specification. The only caveat to this is that, as 
discussed earlier, this system has a certain amount of randomness inherent. For example, pegs falling 
an unknown distance, and hence timing between each output part can never be known for certain for 
all cases. So a formal analysis will initially assume no such faults, and future work should consider 
fault-tolerant control. 
57 
As mentioned in the previous chapters, there are two faults that can occur in this system that 
adversely affect system performance. Knowing this, a diagnoser could be created which would be 
able to detect when these faulty events occur. When these events are detected, the system could 
either alert the user of this fault or perform some additional control actions to get back to a non-faulty 
operation. In order to diagnose the fault that occurs when a ring falls too far down the belt conveyor, 
it would be necessary to find out the minimum spacing time required between each part in order for 
the sensors to be able to distinguish each part. With this knowledge, the diagnoser could check the 
spacing time between each set of parts and when this time is less than the minimum required time, 
additional control or user alert could occur. A similar technique could be used to detect when a ring 
falls incorrectly into the assembly slot. 
One possible method that could be used to remove the faulty situation where two pegs are too 
close to one another could involve a multiple bit flag to determine which part has recently arrived at 
the capacitive area. Using multiple flags, we may be able to distinguish between the parts that are 
two close to one another. 
Another natural extension of this system that could be made is to not only say that we desire a 
certain sequence of parts to be output, but that we also desire to have certain parts output to the final 
chute at a particular time, or within a desired window of time. Here again we run into trouble by not 
knowing exactly how much spacing there will be between each part, but by extending the controller 
to have control over the speed of each of the belt and chain motors including stopping and starting 
them to meet real-time objectives are possibilities to make this extension work. Adding this 
capability would require use of this program or subsets of this program and DIO card and an 
additional data acquisition card that is able to input/output analog data. The ICT comes readily 
equipped with an analog header designed for the purpose of controlling the speeds of the motors. 
Finally, we are satisfied with the results of this control algorithm design and implementation 
of the control using the Lab VIEW software package. We have outlined many possibilities for future 
work in DES research using the ICT as a real life example. This control implementation in Lab VIEW 
will serve as the stepping stone for many of these future projects. 
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APPENDIX A 
PC INTERFACE AND LABVIEW CONTROL PROGRAM 
PCI Terminal Connector ICT Terminal Connector 
0 GND 0 enable 
0 GND 0 partAssm 
0 GND 0 partSort 
UNUSED 0 
goodAssm 
PortB 7 0 
0 partReject 
0 partReject 
0 ind Sensor 
0 part Cap 
Inputs 0 
goodAssm 0 part Cap 
0 indSensor 0 partPeg 
0 partAssm 0 sortRing 
0 partPeg 0 loadAssm 
PortB 0 0 partSort 0 reject 
• 0 chain 
PortA 7 0 UNUSED 0 belt 
0 UNUSED 0 GND 
0 enable 0 GND 




PortA 0 0 reject 
• 






















































































APPENDIX B LABVIEW CONTROL PROGRAM 
63 
Final Version_All Working.vi 
U:\ICT1 Control Files\PC Control Files\LabVIEW Files\Final Version\Final 
Version_All Working.vi 
Last modified on 4/18/2005 at 1:39 PM 
Printed on 4/18/2005 at 1:53 PM 
Page 1 
i ~:~=~::i!> ;e;>{."~:[-.--:-··- -----:~~== 
~~~~~~~~~,j':,•. ~~~~-.-.m-~~~-!~~·-=.=-~-~-~_-_:·:·'_' _~~_,_~,_·~-~-~~-·~-"-·' -­
.lllTI--• 




: .. '.:.fa. y~ ... ,-li,igi;;ii .. - ... - ... - ... - .......... 1 
41 
64 
Final Version_All Working. vi 
U:\ICT1 Control Files\PC Control Files\LabVIEW Files\Final Version\Final 
Version_All Working.vi 
Last modified on 4/18/2005 at 1:39 PM 
Printed on 4/18/2005 at 1:53 PM 
, .. lnallmlntGoa~ · 
IU.hnctiorwllGcbalYJ1A1 
=~·c=~~To 
ENABLE SORTRING ACTUATOR 
~-- -·--·--- -·-------------------------------------------------- ---·----·----·------· --. ; 
IMmftlltillOIH"-SOHRINCi 





Final Version_All Working.vi 
U:\ICTl Control Files\PC Control Files\LabVIEW Files\Final Version\final 
Version_All Working.vi 
Last modified on 4/18/2005 at 1 :39 PM 
Printed on 4/18/2005 at 1:53 PM 
Page 3 
~-------------·- · . ~ 
' ~ID· 
rn 
------ ;:::.:~ ~T~r 
liJ IEHll 
Eii~CMll . !!Hte! 
i ____ ____ _____ . ___________ -····-·-
m 
rn 







I iili!::::iJ I 
66 
Final Version_All Working.vi 
U:\ICTl Control Files\PC Control Files\LabVIEW Files\Final Version\Final 
Version_All Working.vi 
Last modified on 4/18/2005 at 1 :39 PM 
Printed on 4/18/2005 at 1 :53 PM 
---:=:©-·' 
e;..r 






---lcii!3i-"" ----' r.., ____ rn_ .... ___ , ... J___ rn_· _ .._.qt--l~fili, :::l!lf--[,i l°G""'-aE· ,.,.EE,~~-::~--=~-":: .. ,,~_,,.,:;:, --·B"~' .,::E"· 
67 
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